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tells asiafruit. “The board of directors at Freshmax
didn’t go to the market; it wasn’t announced publicly
that we were looking for someone to buy the shares,”
he explains.
“The board was actively and quietly looking at

Maui opens
opportunities for
Freshmax

investment companies that had a very good track record
of investment and growth that supported an executive
max selecting who they’d like to be a partner with.”
Freshmax’s strong strategic roadmap was one of the
most attractive elements of the investment for Maui,
according to Mahoney.
Since Wolseley bought into the company in 2006,
Freshmax’s business has roughly tripled with the acquisition of Australian fresh produce companies John
Holman & Co, Panda Ranch, OzTaste, Grewal and De
Luca Banana Marketing, and a joint venture with grower-marketer the Crasborn Group in New Zealand. The
company’s gross annual sales now stand at more than
A$365m (US$375m).

auckland—Maui Capital’s purchase of Wolseley Private Equity’s 60 per cent
share in Australasian trader Freshmax is opening doors to future investments.

The strategy which saw that growth will continue on under the new majority shareholder, Mahoney
says, with the added weight of the funds Maui is able
to bring to the table.

by Tom Bicknell

“We’ve got a couple of projects in the pipeline that
we already had in our strategic plan. We’ve got Australian and New Zealand strategies in place that will go
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begun establishing a new office in
the US. The Kingsburgh office will
act as a Northern Hemisphere trading company, allowing Freshmax to
locally run US import/export operations and ensuring quality control.
It will also manage the company’s
growing intellectual property (IP)
portfolio in North America.
Freshmax is also investing heavily in production and post-harvest

expanding the business, Freshmax’s ceo Tony Mahoney

and a board of directors. It was more a matter of Fresh-
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development of Australian distribution networks, which Mahoney says
are currently “a major challenge”.
Maui’s potential capacity to support Freshmax’s future projects is
tor’s managing director Paul Chrystall. “Our current Indigo fund is a
NZ$250m [US$205m] fund, and I
think we have NZ$75m [US$61m]
still left to invest,” he tells local
media.
“We have access to large offshore specialist investors and we’re
also likely to be raising a new fund
next year, so capital resources are
not something we’re particularly
worried about.”
Changes to management personnel have been minimal: Tony
Mahoney has stayed on as Freshmax Group ceo, Helen Waterworth
as group financial officer, John
Scott as New Zealand ceo, David
Holman as Holman Fresh ceo, and
Tony DeLuca and Alan Engemann
as directors of De Luca Bananas.
David Smith has been promoted to
chairman.
With the new support of the
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